TODD SHEA- DISASTER / DEVELOPMENT CAREER
2001- 2018:
2,455,000 Human Beings Benefitted from missions that Todd Shea led,
managed, created, enabled, or was a key partner in leading,
managing, creating, or enabling)
(Figure is a conservative estimate based on patient statistics and relief items
delivered)
9/11 - September 2001: Supply / Logistics Volunteer in Manhattan after the 9/11 attacks. Organized
supplies, medicines, food, water, etc. for firefighters and police officers working at “Ground Zero.” (1
Week. Minimum 1,000 Human Beings Benefitted)
SRI LANKA - February 2005: Volunteered with a relief mission in Sri Lanka after the Indian Ocean
Tsunami. Helped build houses and organize medical services and cared for children who lost their
parents in the tsunami. (1 Month. Minimum 1,000 Human Beings Benefitted)
NEW ORLEANS – September 2005: Participated in Hurricane Katrina relief efforts by delivering bottled
water and 26 Zodiac special operations motorized rafts, coordinating logistical support and connecting
individuals and groups who were deploying to the disaster zone. Led an animal rescue effort and mass
rabies vaccination campaign. (1 Month. Minimum 10,000 Human Beings and 15,000 Cats and Dogs
Benefitted)
HAITI - January 2010: Initiated and led a mission in partnership with IMANA to deploy volunteer doctors
to Haiti. Provided medical teams with logistics and transportation (procured medicines, supplies and
provided management, operational information, communications, tents, food, generators and fuel, local
staff, coordinated with international relief agencies). (3 months. Minimum 25,000 Human Beings
Benefitted)
JAPAN - March 2011: Initiated and led a mission to deploy disaster relief volunteers to Ishinomaki within
a week of the earthquake. Provided volunteers with logistical support (transportation, operational
information, accommodations, and communications). Provided home heating oil, household items,
hygiene products, water and food to people living in shelters. Funded and support to 120 Japanese
students who were working to clear debris and deliver supplies to shelters. (6 months. Minimum 20,000
Human Beings Benefitted)
NEW YORK CITY - October 2012: Participated in Hurricane Sandy relief efforts by coordinating logistical
support and connecting individuals and groups who were deploying to the disaster zone in New York
City. (2 weeks. Minimum 5,000 Human Beings Benefitted)
THE PHILIPPINES - November 2013: Deployed a disaster response team to provide logistics and
emergency relief to aid the victims of Typhoon Haiyan in The Philippines. Provided logistics,
communications, coordination and support to several partners delivering aid to Tacloban, Cebu, and
Bantayan Island. Delivered food, water, clothing, and hygiene products. Supported the reconstruction of

homes and arranged and delivered 2 million meals. (4 months. Minimum 100,000 Human Beings
Benefitted)
BANGLADESH - October 2017: Deployed with OBAT Helpers to the Bangladesh border with Myanmar to
serve The Rohingya Refugees living in camps in Cox’s Bazar District. Provided advice and technical
assistance to the overall mission and the planning/implementation of mobile medical camps and two
primary healthcare clinics. Collected and delivered funds for OBAT Helpers medical mission and for the
construction of 15 classrooms and school supplies. (Ongoing. Minimum 20,000 Human Beings
Benefitted)
US Hurricanes 2017-2018: Sent my Son Justin to work with partners. He managed the delivery of relief
and cleaned debris and replaced damaged drywall in Texas and North Carolina. Delivered supplies and
supported elderly veterans who had lost their homes in Florida. Distributed and installed solar lights and
water filters in Puerto Rico (Minimum 20,000 Human Beings Benefitted)

PAKISTAN
October 2005 to February 2006: Logistics Coordinator for a group of Pakistani American doctors that
deployed to the Pakistan earthquake. Took care of volunteer doctors and their needs (procured
medicines, supplies, tents, food, generators and fuel, hired local staff, organized missions, coordinated
with US, UN, Australian, German, Canadian, and Pakistani helicopter crews and worked closely with local
and international relief agencies). Established 500 temporary tent schools (including school supplies)
with UNICEF and The Pakistan Army. (5 Months. Minimum 300,000 Human Beings Benefitted)
February 2006 to December 2018: CEO of Comprehensive Disaster Response Services (CDRS), a charity
that operates healthcare, relief and development projects in Pakistan’s disaster-affected areas, including
the 2005 Earthquake in AJK, Swat IDPs crisis in 2009, N. Waziristan IDPs Crisis in 2014, floods of 2010,
2011, 2013 and 2014, Thar Desert drought in 2014 and Karachi Heat Emergency and October 26
Earthquake in 2015. In 2015, CDRS created CDRS Youth (Volunteer Community Service, disaster training)
and The CDRS Women’s Empowerment Program. (13 years. Minimum 2 million Human Beings
Benefitted)

Todd Shea
Email: toddshea@cdrsworld.org
Whatsapp & US: +1 718 809 5381
Pakistan: +92 300 502 9705

